TOTAL PERCUSSION EXPERIENCE 2011
ATTENTION:

ALL DRUMMERS AND PERCUSSIONISTS FROM A.C.T. SCHOOLS
GRADE 5 – 10!

Come and experience the World of Percussion with Master Percussionist Gary France, at the Australian National University Open School of Music (OSM). This 6-week exciting After School experience will provide young musicians with an in depth “hands on” introduction to the World of Percussion. Commencing in term 4, 2011, this program will run for six weeks (OSM Term 4: 17 Oct–25 Nov).

Students will be immersed through masterclasses and group tuition in Total Percussion through the exploration of rhythm and melody on Snare Drum; Marimba, Xylophone; Timpani; World Percussion; and Drum Kit. Come and experience the groove and drive that Percussion offers!